## Results: 3000m Women

**START TIME**
3 MAY 2019 20:46

**INTERNET Service:** doha.diamondleague.com

### WORLD RECORD
8:06.11
WANG Junxia
CHN
Beijing (CHN)
13 SEP 1993

### AREA RECORD
8:16.60
DIBABA Genzebe
ETH
Stockholm (SWE)
6 FEB 2014

### AREA RECORD
8:21.42
SZABO Gabriela
ROU
Monaco (MON)
19 JUL 2002

### WORLD LEAD
8:52.16
JEPKEMEI Daisy
KEN
Bragança Paulista (BRA)
28 APR 2019

### DIAMOND LEAGUE RECORD
8:20.68
OBIRI Hellen
KEN
Doha (QAT)
9 MAY 2014

### MEETING RECORD
8:20.68
OBIRI Hellen
KEN
9 MAY 2014

### Timing, Results Service & Distance Measurement by

- Temperature: 24 °C
- Humidity: 36%
- Conditions: Partly cloudy

### Rank | Name | Nat | Date of Birth | Order | Result | Qual. | Qual. Ranking
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
1 | OBIRI Hellen | KEN | 13 DEC 1989 | 17 | 8:25.60 | WL | 8 | 1
2 | DIBABA Genzebe | ETH | 8 FEB 1991 | 16 | 8:26.20 | PB | 7 | 2
3 | RENGERUK Lilian Kasait | KEN | 3 MAY 1997 | 14 | 8:29.02 | PB | 6 | 3
4 | CHEPKOECH Beatrice | KEN | 6 JUL 1991 | 12 | 8:29.83 | SB | 5 | 4
5 | KIPKIRUI Caroline Chepkoech | KEN | 26 MAY 1994 | 15 | 8:29.89 | SB | 4 | 5
6 | KITE Gloriah | KEN | 10 JAN 1998 | 6 | 8:29.91 | PB | 3 | 6
7 | TSEGAY Gudaf | ETH | 23 JAN 1997 | 9 | 8:30.65 | PB | 2 | 7
8 | CAN Yasemin | TUR | 11 DEC 1996 | 11 | 8:33.29 | PB | 1 | 8
9 | HAILU Lemlem | ETH | 21 MAY 2001 | 1 | 8:34.03 | BB | 19
10 | KIPKEMBOI Margaret Chelimo | KEN | 9 FEB 1993 | 10 | 8:34.65 | BB | 10
11 | CHEMNUNG Loice | KEN | 22 FEB 1997 | 7 | 8:40.08 | PB | 12
12 | TAYE Ejgayehu | ETH | 10 FEB 2000 | 4 | 8:40.96 | PB | 13
13 | KIYENG Hyvin | KEN | 13 JAN 1992 | 13 | 8:44.59 | BB | 14
14 | KLEIN Hanna | GER | 6 APR 1993 | 5 | 8:45.00 | PB | 15
15 | MAMO Meskerem | ETH | 13 APR 1999 | 8 | 8:48.26 | BB | 16
16 | CHEBET Beatrice | KEN | 5 MAR 2000 | 2 | 8:49.05 | PB | 17
17 | KURIA Mary | KEN | 29 NOV 1987 | 18 | 8:49.16 | BB | 18
18 | CHEBET Winny | KEN | 15 AUG 1996 | 3 | 8:50.22 | BB | 19

**Intermediate times:**
- 1000m: 2:50.24
- 2000m: 5:43.81

**Legend**
- DNF: Did Not Finish
- PB: Personal Best
- SB: Season Best
- WL: World Lead

**Diamond League Qualifiers Standing**

- 1. OBIRI Hellen (8 Points), 2. DIBABA Genzebe (7 Points), 3. RENGERUK Lilian Kasait (6 Points), 4. CHEPKOECH Beatrice (5 Points)
- 5. KIPKIRUI Caroline Chepkoech (4 Points), 6. KITE Gloriah (3 Points), 7. TSEGAY Gudaf (2 Points), 8. CAN Yasemin (1 Point)

**INTERNET Service:** doha.diamondleague.com